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Abstract: In the quest to be part of the global revolution in science, 
technology and iml0vntion at the nano-scale (Sn-NANO), AJiictU1 countries 
should cooperate on a regional basis. This paper discusses the problem of 
funding nanotechnology research in Africa and argues that regionalism as an 
overarching policy fi'ame,vork can help address the problem. The proposed 
policy approaches an: eyalll.alcd based on aOordabiliLy, resource mobility, 
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1 Introduction 

Regional integration presents growing opportunities for Africa's scientifIc and 
technological renaissance. A well-organised integration offers the platform for 
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developing ;md sharing inlrastructure li.)r scientific ;md technological research and 
development (R&D), and for mobilising and using the limited expertise and ±mancial 
resources available [1]. Applications of science, technology, and innovation at the 
nano-scale (STI-NANO) have been predicted to change our \val' of life and transfonn 
human society in vety significant manner. Human and animal health, trade, agriculture, 
environment. national security, and economic grmvth and sustainabiEty could all be 
influenced by STI-NANO developments and applications [2]. There arc grave concerns 
about the real and perceived risks, safety and ethics. Despite these concerns, there is the 
optimism that the effects of STI-NANO will be mostly positive and the a..'>sociated risks 
can be ,"vell managed. 

The US National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) defines nanotechnology as 

"the understanding and conLrol or malLer at dimensions or mughly 111111 
to 100 lUll, whcrc lUUqUC phenomcna cnablc novel applications At thc 
lu'1noscale, the physical, chemical, and biological properties of materials differ 
.in nmciamcntal and valuablc \vays from thc pl'Opc11ics of individual atoms 
mId molecules or bulk maneI'. Nanotechnology R&D is directed TOward 
IffickrsLanding and creaLing improved materials, devices , and systems LhaL 
exploit these new properties." 

Application of nanotechnology means using lesser quantities of raVir materials than the 
traditional use [3]. This may contribute to environmental protection and sustainable 
developments through limited usc of resources, reduced generation of v.:rastc, and thus, 
reduced level of payments tor environmental services. Successful incorporation of 
STI-NANO applications in the agrifood and medical sectors could improve land use by 
enhancing yield to land ratio, and improvcd life expcctancy and boost quality of life [2], 

Afi"ican countries will need strong regional cooperation and links with viable 
institutions in dcvelopcd and middlc-incomc countries to establish a good R&D 
foundation in STI-NANO. The challenge is that African countrics have not been able to 
take advantage of advances in previous emerging technologies like biotechnology and 
Inli.mnation and Communication Technologics (leTs), and arc still struggling to 
detennine how STI can advance their economies [2]. To meet this challenge, there must 
be a conscious effort to invest in STJ in the face of pressing and legitimate competing 
demands fiJI investment in education, hcalthcare and infrastructure (roads, electricity, 
water and leTs) [2]. 

Nanotechnology product and process applications are being developed globally in the 
life sciences, medicine, electronics, optics, infonnation tcchnolog~l, telecommunications, 
aerospace and energy. Typically, many underlying progenitor technologies contribute 
to nanotechnology advances. These technologies are based in sciences including 
molecular biology, elcctronics, materials science and physics (optics and quantum), 
Nanotechnology is thus built upon many sciences and is inherently complex. 
This neccssitates thc training and support of researchers capablc of tcchnological 
integration, and requires high levels of government support in training, funding and 
infrastructure. 

In addition to thc problem of funding of nanotechnology rescarch, Africa Laccs the 
problem of responding to the distribution and ditfusion of engineered nanomaterials, 
including commodities, instrument facilities and services, and how to face the challenges 
these change will bring on the African society. Many obstacles prevent priority 
technologies from reaching widespread use and acceptance. These include low profit 
margins in developing world markets, regulatory constraints and the need [or systems 
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changes. These arc the primary reasons for which the African Union \vas established. 
Among the several objectives of the African Union is to "advance development of the 
continent by promoting research in all fields, particularly in science and technology" [4]. 

2 STJ-N ANO: market potential and global efforts 

According to MarkctResearch.colll':B\ RNCOS [5] earnings from STI-NANO products 
show promise: 

• The market for nanoe1cetronics is projected to reach $4.219 million by 2010 from a 
total of S l.g27 million in 2005. 

• The nanofood market is expected to rise from S6,311million in 2006 to S20AO 
billion by 2010 with a 30.94% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) [6]. 

• The market for textiles using nanotechnology is projected to reach S 115 billion 
by 2012, from an estimatedS13.6 billion in 2007. 

• The US market for nanotech tools is forecasted to triple from $900 million 
in 200g to $2.7 billion by 2013 at a rate of nearly 301% per year. 

• The USA is the global leader in investments in nanotechnology R&D. As at 2005, 
the USA held 2g% of the global market, followed by Japan with 241% of the market 
sharc. Major invcstmcnts lr0111 countries such as Ci-ermany, the UK and France gavc 
the European Union (EU) 25% ofthe market. Other countries such as China, South 
Korea, Canada and Australia held the rest of the market share. 

The USA initiated a national nanotechnology strategy in 2001 as recognition of the 
inherent potential of STI-NANO, \vhereas the EU integrated its strategic nanoteclmology 
and nanoseienee initiative with the zeal for global leadership in ICT -led economic 
develorment [7]. Three billion Emus has been allocated over the next 10 years for 
nanoclectronies research alone [8]. China ha.';; exhihited its seriousness ahout 
STI-NANO by initiating and hosting the "China Intemational Conference on 
Nanoscience and Technology" in 2005, 2007 and 2009, with high-level govemmental 
participation [9J, These conference series are predicated on the assumption that it oilers 
prospects for acquiring cutting-edge knmvledge while enhancing the capacity of the host 
communities to bc part of generation and evolution of thc global SII-NANO knowledge. 
India's selection of I3angalore, Kolkatta and Mohali as ne",.' nanotechnology centres 
demonstrates how important India sees the economic potential of STI-NANO [10]. 
Brazil hegan showing interest in STI-NANO in 2000 and in 2004 STI-NANO was 
integrated into a multi-year development plan (2004 2007) [11]. According to the 
president of the Korean Nano Researchers' Association [12], investment in STJ-NANO 
started on a national scale in 2001. South Africa has also shov,rn deep interest 
in STI-NANO. The hosting of the "2007 \Vorld Nano-Economie Congress [13]" 
demonstrates this interest. Countries such as Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Philippines 
and Thailand are all involved in this ne\".' frontier science [14]. Iran has adopted a 
nanotechnology programme with a focus on agricultural application and had already 
commercialised 'Nanocid', a powerful antibacterial product \,·/ith potential application in 
the food industry [15], The list of countries investing and shmving great interest in the 
economic potential of STI-NANO reveals a healthy mix of developing and developed 
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economics. Hov,,'cvcr, Alrican countries, with exception of South Africa, arc nllssmg 
from the list. 

3 Africa's science, technology and innovation nanofuture 

Researchers have successfully exrlored the deGnitions of innovation, innovation theories, 
the rationale of government interventions on innovation, innovation policy instruments 
and the relationships among new technologies, emerging markets, innovative services 
and economic growth [16]. Hmvever, there are diITcrenl conceptions of what constitute 
the core elements of a national innovation system [17J. Innovation is the combination 
of knowledge that results in neVil products, processes, input and output markets 
and organisatioTI..-; [18]. Innovation includcs not only technical innovation, hut also 
organisational and managerial innovation new markets, ne\\' sources of supply, 
financial innovations and new combinations. Innovation is a critical factor in enhancing a 
nation's compctitivG'lless. National governments have crafted innovation policies to 
improve their nation's grov,·1h. 

Industrial innovation includes 

"technical dcsign, manufitcturing, managemcnt, and commcrcial activitics 
involved in the marketing of a ne,v 01' impl'Ov~i product or the first commercial 
u.'ie of a ne\\! or improved process or equipment." l19 J 

Although thcre is little discussion on the steps through which innovation policies 
are tonnulated, cflCctive implementation and design of an innovation policy detcnnincs 
how successful the policy becomes. There are no universally agreed laid down 
procedures for innovation policy-making. \Vhat happen in most democratic cOLmtries is 
that, stakeholders are made to debate and discuss policy issues as part of the policy 
tormulation process. In some other countries, groups of experts are brought together to 
limn the so-called national advisory cOLmcils or science technology advisers. \vhilc others 
depend mostly on external experts or consultants [20J. 

Much has been ,vritten about the potential of nanotechnology to help solve 
many of the prohlems confronting Africa [2l]. National governments, industries 
and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are all describing nanotechnology as 
'The Next Rig Thing' [21] (p.03R4). Nanotechnology is also bedevilled with uncertainty 
ahout risks, ethics and henefits to the resource-poor "rho more often than not are 
excluded from conversations about the societal implications of neVir technologies. 
Although the potential benefits STI-NANO presents to Africa are very exciting, so far too 
little interest has been shov,rn to the specific necds ofpeop1c on the continent [22J. 

According to a recent study by the Canadian Program on Genomics and Global 
Health (CP(i-GH) al the University of Toronto Joint Centre for Bioethics (JCB) [23], 
there arc numerous existing and potential nanotechnology applications that will help 
developing countries to confront many of the most urgent problems, specifically, extreme 
poverty and hunger, maternal, child and neonatal mortality, G'llv1romllental degradation, 
and debilitating diseases such as malaria and HIV/AIDS. The study is the Erst of its kind 
to rank nanotechnology applications relative to their developmental impact [21]. 
The study used the world's eight Millennium Development (i-oals, agreed hy the 
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United Nations in 2000 fiJr ,u:hievement hy 2015 as the measure of the potential the 
impact of nanotechnology [24]. 

The CPGCi-H study identified and ranked the 10 nanotechnology applications most 
likely to have an impact in the developing v,rmld. An international panel of 63 experts 
\vas asked to rank Virhich nanotechnology applications are most likely to benefit 
developing countries in the areas of "water, agriculture, nutrition, health, energy, and the 
environment in the next 10 years". The top-ranked nanotechnology applications were: 

"energy storage. production and conversion 

2 agricultural productivity enhancement 

3 water treatment and remediation 

4 disease diagnosis and screening 

5 dnlg delivery systems 

6 food processing and storage 

7 air pol1uiion and remediation 

X constmction 

9 health monitoring 

10 vector and pest detection and control" [21] (p.03X4). 

Clearly, STI-NANO is not a 'silver bullet' that wi11 magically solve a11 the problems 
of Africa [25]. Yet to maximise the positive impacts of nanotechnology, Africa will need 
to embrace regionalism. 

4 Regionalism 

Regionalism is the process of opening up and integrating socio-economic and political 
systems across national horders in neighhouring nations. It is a mutual process he1\vcen 
nations or specirie jurisdictions to promote interstate security, economic activities and 
exchange [26]. Regionalism in Africa dates back to the 1960s when it was recognised by 
leaders of nnvly independent states to promote economics of scale in production and gain 
greater bargaining power in world trade relations through trading within regional 
economic hlocs [1]. It is, therefore. not a new phenomenon. To date. there are only few 
real cases of regional cooperation in Africa designed to take advantage of the advances in 
science, technology and innovation (STI) in order to solve common development 
prohlems, despite the acknowledgement of the signiticance of regional cooperation [1]. 
S&T collaboration provisions in regional agreements have Cor the most part remained 
statements of intent, a typical example being the Lagos Plan of Action [27]. They have 
generally not yielded projects and programmes. The few attempts at implementing 
policies including regional treaties have not been successful. Regional integration in 
Africa clearly needs to be re-examined, from the perspectives of past performance and 
the glohalisation process, starting v{ith the very mixed institutional pcIi<mnance of the 
Regional Economic COlmnunities (RECs) [2g]. The most important RECs include: 
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"Community or Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD), Common Market for 
Ea~tcl1l and Southel1l Africa (COMESA), Ea~t African ComUllUlity (DAC), 
l~con0111ic CommlmiLy or Central African States (I~CCAS/Clq~AC), Ikonomic 
Community of West African State~ (ECOWAS), Southem African 
De,\'elopment Community (SADC), and Arab Maghreb Union (AMU/ill1A)." 
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TIle problems that have plagued these regional blocs include: competing demands on 
RECs by member eOLmtries which, in many cases, belong to more than one REC; lack of 
compensating mechanisms tor losers in the process of integration; ",reak national 
commitment in terms or practical implementation or agreed policies; weak capacity at the 
national and sub-regional levels, to implement regional programmes and regional 
contlicts. 

Desrite the problems historically associated with regionalism in Africa, S&T can 
lead the way in promoting regional integration. The concept of regionalism creates 
opportunities tor countries with less endowed STI capacity and infrastructure to articulate 
their quest for technology, design innovation policy, and make the required institutional 
changes [1]. The opportunities created by regionalism if well structured and managed 
will ooost the confidence of Africa in its capacity in knmvledge creation tor 
socio-economic and human resource dcvelopments [1]. 

5 Policy framework 

The role that emerging teclmologies generally, and more specifically STI-NANO, 
can and should play in developing countries and ror the poor is a continuing debate. 
Nanotechnology development \vill pose risks and cost.., in addition to opportunities and 
benefits to poor people. There is the need tor an overarching policy framevvork by 
African governments and regional groupings to address these issues. An adequate policy 
framev,rork must address five critical issues: aflixdability, resource mohility, a\varcness, 
acceptability and sustainability. 

Aflhrdahili~y 

If nanotechnologies are to aid povel1y reduction, the technology and products have to be 
affordable. COLmtries \''''i11 need the financial resources neccssary to supply a technical 
infrastructure and those necessary to create demand for the technology. \Vithout the 
right conditions, there \~lill be no demand tor the technology. The ability to access new 
technologies will depend on the type of policy lramc\vork that is put in place. 

Resource mobility 

Un±Ctlcred resource mobility is crucial in ohtaining ne\\' teclmology adoption, \vhich 
requires an appreciable level of investments in learning, management, equipment 
and neV·l relationships, all of which involve some Lmcertainty and irreversibility of 
investments [29]. The extent of irreversibility is subject to the intrinsic ±Catures of the 
new technology and the price-cost environment of the activity to which the technology is 
applied and the policy framework in place. 

A"vareness 

The mmlber of people who are aware of nanotechnology, and who they believe should 
monitor the sa±Cty and cfkctivcncss of products that are being greatly impacted by 
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nanotechnology is very import,Ult in the deployment of TI<Ulotcchnology and dillusion or 
nanoproducts in Africa [30]. Therefore, the policy framework should address issues 
such as capacity building, rural livelihoods and income generation activities that have 
both direct and indirect, positive effects on communities. Thc policy frame\vork should 
help create av;rareness of nanotechnology among stakeholders. 

Acceptahility 

TIle policy framework should make nanotechnology socially, cultural1y and politically 
acceptahle. The framev,,'ork should he ahle to foresight hm\' the reality will look like as 
Africa's nanofuturc appears to be a long way off from currcnt point ofvic\v. 

Sustainabilil)" 

The policy frame",rork should help make nanotechnology sustainable, robust, 
and adjustable to settings in African countries. The nanotechnology policy should 
promote local R&D and local oVVllcrship. Solutions must be technologically, socially, 
and environmentally feasible and sustainable. The policy should also be able to facilitate 
the development and building of economic and technical infrastructure and capacity to 
sustain the technology. 

The policy framework diagram in Figure 1 shows these critical issues in 
diagrammatic Conn. Lines have been drawn to show the relationships among the issues 
and how the policy framnvork is central to thcir rcsolution. 

As policy-makers examine the future economic plans for their regions, they should 
consider the current condition of cOlU1tries in the region, including their capahilities in 
education, technological rcscarch, capitalisation and infrastructure. This is especially true 
in considering emerging disruptive technologies such as nanotechnologies [31]. 
The condition of individual countrics in the rcgion forecasts the economic and social 
perfonnance of the region. 

Figure 1 Policy criteria diamond 
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For regionalism to be successful in promoting Africa's nanofuture, possible policy 
approaches within that frame,~!ork need to be considered. These policy altematives can be 
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implemented together. They include estahlishing collaboratory, leapfrogging, creating 
epistemic communities for infonned policy making, and bridging the research-policy 
divide. Each of these approaches should be evaluated based on afTordabilit)" resource 
mohility, a\varcness, acceptahilit~l and sustainahility. 

Establishing a collaborator}' (o promote regionalism 

The tcnn 'collaboratory' was Erst coined from w,ro v;rords: 'collaborate' and 
'1aboratolY' [32]. The term ViraS defined by \Vi11iam Wulfin 19X9, as a 

"c!:nLre \vithouL walls, in v,:hich a nation' s research!:rs can perfoml Lheir 
research without regard to physical location, interacting with collcagues, 
accessing instnullentatioll, sharing data and computational resources, and 
acccssing information in digitallibrarics." [33] 

It was redclined to 

"a systcm \vhich combines thc interests of the scicntifie eonuuunity at large 
with those of the compUTer science and engineering community to create 
integrated, tool-oriented computing and COlllluUlllcation systems to SUppOlt 
scientific collaboration." [34] 

There are quite a number of other deftnitions that appear in the literature. Rosenberg in 
1991 defined a eollaboratory as 

"an experimental and empirical research euviron111L'l1L in which scientists 
work and communicate with each oLher to design systems, parLicipate 
in collaborativc sciencc, and conduct experiments to evaluatc and improve 
systems." r341 

Cogburn in 2003 stated that 

"a collaboraLory is more Lhan an elaborale coll(Xlion or inf(lnl1aLion and 
communications technologics; it is a new nct\\'orked organisational form that 
also includes social processes; collaboration techniques; fOTIllal and illi'onllal 
communication; and agreement on norms, principles, values, and rules." [35] 

A eollahoratory ol1crs the pla11<mn where scarce instruments and data can he shared. 
It also improves interaction among researchers, and lessens the traditional barriers of 
status, time and space that impede scientific development [36]. This is important 
in promoting regionalism for Africa's nanofuture. Estahlishing a collahoratol)r as a 
policy approach meets the criteria of affordability, resource mobility, awareness and 
sustainability. In lenns ofacceplability, there are challenges; encouraging the creation of 
association among scientists is rclatively easy. but building broader organisational 
structures is much more difficult, due to age-old traditions of scientific autonomy, formal 
organisational barriers and unwillingness to share implicit knowledge [37]. Shared 
spaccs, which are nonnall), created in most group practiccs and routines, posc the most 
significant barrier to the successful operation of collaboratories. The loss of a common 
physical selling as a result of establishing a collaborator), also poses a serious challenge 
to the nonllal process of collaboration and may weaken the eflectiveness of the 
collaborative process by bringing new demands [3X]. One of such new demands in the 
virtual environment is that Lwployees must be explicit ahout inieJIDmlion that under 
nonnal circumstances is tacit when co-located [36]. It is important to recognise that there 
will always be protection against widespread access to some specific scientific findings 
and data due to proprietary and economic considerations. To overcome these challengcs 
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embedded in virtual interaction, and to make collahoratory an ell'cctive policy tool to 
promote regionalism in Africa \vill mean a matter of highly structured designs and 
technologies that make virtual settings more like physical settings. 

Scientific laboratorics arc physical settings dcsigned to housc equipment and 
scientists. "The forms of social organisation that grew out of this arrangement 
depended heavily on co-location" [36]. \Vith advances in infoTInation technology and the 
unprcceden1cd development of cyber infrastructure, collaboration without proximity 
became possible. Indeed, the goal of designing a collaboratOlY is to build "laboratories 
without walls or boundaries". This is a practical route to regionalism in Africa to advance 
an STI nanofuture. 

The convergence of leTs with traditional scientific practice resulted in the 
conceptualisation and development of collaboratories [39]. Collaboratories. by their 
nature, will not produce changes in science or necessarily promote nanotechnologies 
in Africa. However, they otTer a ne'v paradigm both for the practice of science and 
science policy making. The challenge is adoption ,Uld usc orthis approach. The scientific 
community, policy-makers in Africa and all those concerned with Africa's STI 
developments should actively explore how collaboratories can be used to improve 
Africa's participation in sciencc. 

The use of col1aborative technologies to support scientific research in different 
jurisdictions and locations is gaining worldwide acceptance [38]. Collaboratories create 
Ule platfonn necessary for regional integration in important areas of S&T research and 
policy. Recent advances in S&T have been achieved through large multidisciplinaJY 
teams, as in the case of nanotechnology. The collaboratory is emerging as a viable tool 
in facilitating multidisciplinary approach to S&T research, using leTs to lessen the 
constraints of time and distance. Col1aboratories can, therefore, be an impoltant policy 
tool for Africa's nanofuture through the promotion of regionalism. Alongside the 
opportunities offered by collaboratories is the challenge they present to human 
organisational practices [40]. 

Leapfrogging as a po/it)! to promote regionalism 

'Technology leapfrogging' is a concept that describes the practice of circumventing the 
stages in S&T developments gone through by others. It has becn defined as 

"hypassing some of the processes of accumulation of human capabilities and 
fixl:d inVl:shnent in order lo narrow dmvn Lhl: gaps in productivity and oulpUL 
that separate indusLrialised and developing countries." l41J 

Leapfrogging takes into consideration the economic factors, existing technological 
climate, the power and larger socio-political interests in the existing and new technology 
systems, and a variety of other socio-economic implications, before the implementation 
of the neV;T technology. However, the prospects are good for leapfrogging in the area of 
STI-NANO. 

One misconcL-ption ahout leap1rogging is that technologically weak countries will 
bypass the countries leading the advances. Although there are potential circumstances 
in \'{hich the new technology may become more prominent in technological1y weak 
countries than the developed economics, leap1rogging just means catching up by passing 
over some of the transitional phases of the technology [42J. The condition under "'Thich 
this may occur is that developed economies with broad legacy systems can have 
prohlems of inertia in changing ovcr to neViT teelmology.' regimes. This is not likely.' to be 
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the case l()r nanotechnology in general, in vic\',," of the \vay il is bcing inlpkmcntcd now. 
It may, however, be possible with specific nanotechnology applications. There are major 
differences in how technologies are implemented in developed and developing 
economics. Nev.:r tcclmologies arc mostly deployed in a manner matching the existing 
infrastructure elements in developed economies whereas in less developed economies 
nev,," technologies are mostly replacement of older technologies [43]. 

There arc four key factors that need to be considered if leapfrogging can be used as a 
policy to promote regionalism for Africa's nanofuture. The first consideration is the 
nature of the new technology, i.e., how nanotechnology ilts into the existing technology 
regime. Nanotechnology is described as a disruptive technology [44], A technology is 
described as disruptive if it can change the production process of an existing product, and 
in so doing, genG'fatc a nc\,," or OCUG'f-quality technology product paradigm [45]. 
Therefore, a dismptive technology makes the fundamental knmv-hmv linked \vith 
the old technology in'elevant and renders its technical infrastructure obsolete. 
Successful adoption and deployment of a disruptive technology becomes the supporting 
technology for a transfoTIned industry. Other attributes of dismptive technologies inelude 
the facilitation of legacy infrastructure leapfrogging in emerging economies, redef'inition 
of the fundamental c(llilpctitivc playing field fl.)]' developed economics, and the creation 
of new platform for corporate have-nots to be successful [46]. 

Second, there are economic reasons for leapfrogging. AlIordability and resource 
mobility arc very important in this respect due to the generally scarce financial resources 
and foreign investments in Africa. This hinders the ability of most African countries to 
take advantage of the advances in emerging tedll1ologies and often had to rely on foreign 
investment, which their economics arc not competitive enough to attract. On the demand 
side, potential users of nanotechnology and its products are not adequately resourced and 
thus G'feate an uncertain market climate in most African cmmtrics. 

Third, leapfrogging provides a way to deal \>'\,ith the po\ver relations surrounding 
technology systems [41J. There is nowhere that new technologies are applied 
without building on/or coupled with existing systems; there cannot oc a total green-field 
environment. The challenge of technology leapfrogging when various countries are 
involved is the vested interests in existing technology systems, which may act as barriers 
to the introduction of nanotcc1mology. Indeed, this can be a drawback to regionalism. 
Leapfrogging can be a ",ray to jump-stm1 change in power relations. 

The fourth aspect of nanotechnology leapfrogging involves a \>."ide array of other 
socio-economic factors. Important factors to be considered in any analysis of the 
potential for nanotechnology leapfrogging should include absorptive capacity and 
acceptability, technical infrastructure and know-bow, complementary techm)logies like 
bioteclmology and leTs, and downstream requirements [41]. Absorptive capacity and 
acceptability involve the mechanics and systems of learning, adaptation and the 
willingness to use nanotechnology. Technical infrastructure and know-how deals with 
access to laboratory equipment and the enviromnent in which nanotechnology can be 
transferred and used, including issues ,:vith intel1ectual property rights. Complementary 
technologies relate to the L'lllergent nature ofnanotecbnology and the linkages with other 
related technologies being implemented. Dmvnstream requirements deal \vith the creation 
of effective human-technology interface to manage the relations with the users [41]. 

Leapfrogging could help a region pursue nanotechnology. Regionallcapfrogging can 
potentially have dual positive results. It offers the opportunity to remove the barriers that 
at present render individual countries as fairly closed STI entities. Second, the potential 
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to commit African gOVL'Illmcnts to nanotechnology programmes through the han(h,mgon 
effect, ,,"vhich has been very successful in Asia. Leapfrogging for Africa's nanofuture 
should be a continuous process and always strive for the cutting edge of the technology, 
l{lr \\Thich some limited institutional capacity may have aheady been crca1cd. 
Hy leapfrogging in development ofnanoteclmologies, the regional blocs on the continent 
could provide a powerful climate for developm~nt in oth~r sectors. 

"Epistemic communities and informed policy making'·' to promote regionalism 

Haas ddin~d an 'epistemic community' as 

"a nct\vork of professionals \vith rccogniscd cxpcltisc and eDlupetencc in a 
particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant kno\vledge 
v,:ithin Lhe same domain or issue area," l47J 

Some commodity-dependent economics have moved from being mere exporters 
of ra",'" eOlmnodiiies to become the designers, processors, manufacturers and exporters 
of value-added high-technology products as a result of otherv,·ise bureaucratic 
establishments embedded \"itll epistemic communities [20]. 

A countlY'S ability to Connulate and implement progressive policies is correlated with 
the level of eX[leliise y.,'ithin that country. Availability of internal eX[Jeltise makes it 
possihle lor policy-making hodies to acquire and process technical inl{)nnation that is 
needed for policy formulation. It is, therefore, important that Africa encourages the 
fonnation of epistemic communities, informal networks of professionals \'o/ith renm\11ed 
expertise and competence in nanotechnology and related fields, and with an authoritative 
claim to policy-relevant knowledge. In countries where policy-making is not driven by 
political correctness, epistemic communities are fully involved in all the different levds 
of the policy-making process, ineluding the identification of policy alternatives, the 
choice of policies, and the formation of national and intemational coalitions to sustain 
thosc policies, vvhcreas in politically motivated cases the policy-making process is largely 
controlled by politicians [20]. 

In considering policy altematives and in every policy tlmnulation process, there 
is somc level of rationality; "if rationality is hounded, epistcmic comlllunities may bc 
responsible lor circumscribing the boundaries and delimiting the options" [47]. Although 
epistemic conIDlLmities may be embedded in the bmeaucracy, it is important to 
distinguish the two from each other. Whcrea.';; epistemie communities (depending on their 
normative objectives) use their expeltise to tormulate policies, bureaucratic bodies are 
more concerned about their mission and budget [20]. Again, although, in th~ir operations, 
epistemic communities may usc the bureaucratic leverage they gain as a result of their 
existence ,:vithin a bureaucracy, they cannot be characterised as policy entrepreneurs [20]. 
Their modes of operation are different from that of people who are actually part of the 
bureaucracy. Members of cpistemic communities are onen involved in in1crnational 
policy dialogues and in national policy-making processes [4X]. Africa can create 
epistemic c(mlmunities hom mLTIlher countries to create the policy framework for its 
innovation nanofuture. Although in general there is lack of experts in the individual 
countries, there are expelts scattered across the continent. Regionalism can bring these 
cxperts together to f<mn cpistemic comlllunities fiJr the regional blocs. 
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Bridging the research-policy divide as a policy to promote regionalism 

One oftbc greatest challengcs facing the continent of Africa is lack of usc of research tor 
evidence-based policy-making. This is made worse by the extensive lack of scientific 
capacity and poor public education in science and supporting disciplines. Attempts have 
been made to impose a 'foreign' paradigm of evidcncc-hascd policy-making v.,rithout 
taking cognisance of cultural sensitivity, the nature of internal power stlUctures, and 
indigenous and local know ledge systems [49]. This impositi<m has not been successful 
and therefore creates an intricate challenge for the science/policy interface that needs a 
system-wide study. However, despite these challenges, the demand for intermediaries 
to he involved in supporting the c<mnections between science and policy have been very 
strong [50]. Intennediarics play three crucial roles in the science-policy linkages: 

by acting as agents in bridging institutions and agencies in the absence of the 
required knmvledge 

2 by performing a liaison function for firms sourcing external know-how 

3 by providing access 10 complementary assets for development of technologies 
internally [51]. 

Successful rcgionalism \\ri11 require efficicnt knov.:rledgc interchangc. Etlcctive 
knowledge interchange can only be achieved through the mid\\rifety of various types of 
intennediaries often \vorking together. Active and multifaceted intemlediation is very 
critical for the purposes of knmvledge sharing and technology commercialisation, 
pmticularly when it is a tacit or un codified knowledge [50]. 

There are opportunities for Africa's STI-nanofuture borne out of the willingness to 
engage, the quest for locally ditlcrentiatcd infoTInation, and crave for deliberation, 
involvement, views and advice [49J. These are also promising avenues tor broadening 
science-policy interactions by getting more inputs lI0111 Alrica into the global 
nanotechnology debate and dialogue. Although these avenues are important platfonns for 
broadening science-policy interactions, due to the specific context or Africa in relation to 
cultural sensitivity, the nature of internal pO\>,ier and politics, and indigenous and local 
k'TIow1edge systenls, there should be a strategic approach and with a high level of 
practicality [52]. Another challenge that faces Africa's mmofutw'e is the politicisation 
of science. Although science can he politicised an)'\vhcre around thc glohe, it is more 
pronounced in Africa due to poor level of education and non-existing infrastructure 
for evidence-based policy-making. One way to meet this challenge is to take advantage of 
mediation activities, ,"vhich may prevent the politicisation of science. There is, hmvevcr, 
the need tor a systematic conceptualisation of mediation as there is no clear guidelines 
for the use of mediation in the literature [49]. It ha,'''' also not gained the full 
acknmv1cdgcment as an important and practical public policy tool. It is, therefore, 
necessaJY tor agents that h01d themselves as intermediaries to unambiguously deal 
with the issue of mediation, and to investigate hO\v levels of mutual credihility 
can be preserved through appropriate system of accountability and measures of 
decision-making [49]. Arrica's STI-nanofuture will be brighter and the chances that 
nanotcGhnology can contribute ellcdively to pOVL'Tty reduction 'NiH be enhanced if 
intennediaries are used to promote research for evidence-based policy-making. 
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7 Future directions 

STI-NANO has been predicted to play an important role in addressing many of the 
challenges facing Africa in the areas of \vater, food and agriculture, nutrition, health, 
energy, and the environment for economic gro¥,.1:h and poverty alleviation [21]. For a 
brightcr STI-nanofuture and to benefit from the advances and innovations in global 
nanotechnology, African countries must pursue STI-NANO in the contexts of 
regionalism and intel11ational collaboration. They can no longer continue to approach 
sciencc in isolated manner. ThL'IC is the need for comprehensive regional integration in 
the approach to S&T developments. 

It is in the interest of African countries to pool resources in terms of technical 
infrastructure, technical knmv-hmv and expertise together. Africa's input to global 
nanotechnology literature and patents is negligible. \-Vith probable exception of 
South Africa, most African cOLUltries lack the requisite research facilities and expertise in 
nanoteclmology. This is because skin development and research facilities for an emerging 
technology like nanotechnology tend to be relatively expensive. Regionalism is the way 
forward if African countries are to gi.ffiler reSOLLIces to acquire these facilities. To employ 
and benefit from advances in STI-NANO and facilities located elsewhere, Africa needs 
\vorld-class researchers with the set of skills that ,vill provide the platform for effective 
analysis and action in scientific, technological and environmental policy and enable thcm 
to understand the increasingly complex issues that straddle international and national 
development and who can communicate and collaborate with the best scientists around 
the world on intemational nanotechnology projects [1]. This challenge is not lost on 
African policy-makers and scientists as they acknmvledge the essence of regional 
cooperation in S&T. The importance of regional integration and cooperation is clearly 
stipulated in most regional and sub-rcgional trcatics and in minutes of meetings, 
and articulated in various policy statements [I]. Hov,rever, all these stipulations and 
articulations remain statements of intents and little has heen done to implement them. 
Man),' African countries v.:rith limited expertise and financial resourccs arc developing 
their national innovation systems and S&T policy in isolated fashion and thus spreading 
the limited reSOLLIces or the continent t(X) thin across various fields. Moreover, some or 
the countries \vith relatively 'good' existing S&T infrastructure arc not accessible to 
others in the region due to various socio-economic and political factors. 

FailLLIe at institutionalising S&T programmes in the rcgional economic communities 
(RECs) has been described as one of the main reasons why past attempts to use 
regionalism tor technology development have not been successful in Africa [lJ. Most of 
these regional blocs lack the requisite capacity in policy implementation. Thcre is a 
need to establish science portfolios in each of the RECs, to ensure that regionalism 
advances S&T. 

Regional leadership is an important tactor in technological innovation and 
development and establishing this STI culture requires political leadership [I]. 
Investments in technology have many benefits including improving good govemance of 
African economics and related politics. Nanoteclmolog),' maybe key to increasing the 
continent's economic productivity and political stability as it has been projected to affect 
commodity-dependent economies in various ways. In addition to making statements 
of intents, African leaders need to put more emphasis on how to implement these 
policies tor national and regional development. At present, Africa is lacking such 
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politicallcadcrship l()cllscd on inlegrating tcchnology concerns into economic and social 
strategies. 

8 Conclusion 

Africa faces an uphill hattIe wilh reg<.ml to the adortion and use of nanotechnologies. 
The strong potential to improve the livelihood of resource-poor Africans is a strong 
incentive to meet the challenge. HOVirever, this incentive will not become a capital if it is 
perceived as simply a cynical strategy or ploy to gain support [or the technology, or ifit 
becomes another vain hope. The policy options available to Africa arc varied, 

Policies should outline priority areas in nanotechnology that are of relevance 
10 Africa's development. They should identify critical capabilitics needed [or the 
development and safe use of nanoteclmology and establish appropriate regulatory 
measures that can advance research, commercialiSt'1tion and trade and consumer 
protection. Policy should also sci strategic options for G'Icating and huilding regional 
nanotechnology innovation communities and local innovation areas in Atrica. Atrica's 
nanoruture lies in harnessing the pmver or regionalism as an overarching policy 
frame\vork. 
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